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1. Introduction 

This work is an extension end a generalization of a former 
paper ( Pef• , hereafter denoted by A ) devoted to the deri

vation of so-called "wrong-signature" aum rules for forward vir
tual Compton Scattering, i.e. aum rules constructed from structu
re functions with crossing properties opposite to those of the 
usual causal amplitudes. 

We have shown in A that the use, to thflt end, of current 
anticommutators restricted to a light-like hyperplnne X*-VX =o 
combined with a sum rule derivation method proposed by Dicus, 

о Jackiw and Teplitz provides» to all appearances, a more general 
3 

framework than the qu»rk-parton model я-proach ( which, for 
instance, led to the Gottfried sum rule -for electroproductinn) 
and other methods based on the infinite momentum frame techniquea 
( see, e.g. Ref. and Pavkovic'a work ). 

Our purpose is to exploit further the method of A in order 
to extract additional infommtion on the structure functions of 
the lepton-hadron scattering from the canonical null-plane 
current anticomrautation relations postulnted in A within the 
framework of n free, massive quark field thoory model. 

First, it nppeare to be a natural*development of our null-
plnne anticommutitor investigation ̂ o inquire into the algebra 

of the aoments of the currents, i.e. to consider derivatives of 
the Fourier transform of the anticommutator function. The speci
fic possibilities of thip technique have been established for o-
long time within the rfraiaework of the ordinnry equal-time current 

*7 8 9 
algebra and more recently for light-cone commutators too * . 



It permits ua especially to increase the model-independence of 
sua rules derived in A and to deduce several high-energy asymp
totic constraints for the structure functions. 

Second, we deal not only with the diagonal matrix elements 
of the «nticommutators of two conserved vector currents as in A 
but extend our considerations to nondiagonal matrix elements and 
nonconserved axial-vector currents. This enables us to obtPin new 
aum rules for nonfoiward virtual Compton scattering ( and, among 
them, a X ^ O generfilization of the Gottfried sum rule ) and 
neutrinoproduction amplitudes ( involving chiral-symmetry break
ing structure functions). 

The pp.per is organized as follows. In Section S we review 
briefly the choice of the null-plane anticommutators and its 
implications on our results* The moment anticommutator techni
que is examined in Section 3 and the generalizations to the non-
forward direction and nonconserved currents are considered, res
pectively in Sections A a n d *>• Concluding remarks are provi
ded in Section 6. 

2. Null-plane current anticonuautatora 

We recapitulate briefly in this section the essential featu
res concerning the definition of the current nnticommutatora 
which have been already discussed in A. 

The null-plane current anticommutators are abstracted from 
a free, massive одогк field theory model. In this model, the vec
tor and axial-vector currents and their bilocal generalizations 
are given byj 

4 



and __ 

where " • denotes the normal product of the field operators. 
We postulate the following null-plane anticommutators of 

vector and axial-vector currents which emerge from canonical 
manipulations ( it is understood that only the operator part of 
the anticommutators is included): 

1 * V=o "* l ^ P f (3.) 

+ J * . Сsr«*Pa H«) - 1 ^ (*И ) ] ] (ЗЫ 

(la) 

(lb) 

<2a) 

(2b) 
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г г. — -
where \ Г ( ч И and Q - ^ M o ) < ^ and OL ) are the hermitian 
( antihermitian) parts of the bilocal currents (2), X <>nd d 
are the structure constants of the Л-matrix commutators and anti-
commutotors, S^\ = % 4?+% % ~ Ъ^Чс • a n d ^- *"* • i s t n e 

fully antisymmetric tensor. The singular function J) (>} reads, 
in the notations of Bogoluoov ana Shirkov : 

are the positive ( + j and negative <-) frequency Л 
A 

p nrts of the Pauli-Jordan commutation function. The symbol :S 
indicates that we have retained only the two most singular ( lea
ding and next-to-leading) terms of the ci'J-rent anticoranutators 
near the light-cone because only these terms can be expressed 
through the bilocal currents (2). 

Eqs. (3) have therefore an approximate character arid the 
sum rules derived on their basis are asymptotic relations valid 
in principle only in the limit of infinite current таээеа(;а-»°о) • 
However, we -expect that they might be well verified for not tflo 

2 1. о 
1втде values of Q < -(^ f, l(GeV) ) as suggested by the "pre
cocious scaling phenomena" observed in 6-Ь inelastic scattering . 

Finally., note that the specific <f- dependence which might 
occur in the sum rules due to the noncausal nature of the light-
cone singularity is removed under the crucial assumption that the 
form factors describing the matrix elements of the bilocal currenta 
(2") are smooth-behaved near the light—cone • 
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3. Derivation of sum rules from moment anticominutntors 

'A'e consider the forward antieoramutstor function of two conser
ved vector currents defined in A: 

= (ф &) fa >* L>T- ̂  <rv rY^fK^ 

where the vector describes the spin sts-
tea, u and -& are isotopic spin indices and "V- h-o . 

A"* 2 ! 

The ^"\C4*0 verify the crosoing-aymmetry relations: 

Aj.vf> = A^ (-vf) ; = Ца5 

Jt, 
and are connected to the conventional structure functions v\/(v<n 
of- the ebsorptive pnrt of the forwerd virtual Gompton scattering 
amplitude by: -•" ' 

Д ^ ' ) ' V(\f) , v>o. (7 ) 
We will also need the decomposition of rK.iyA~) into parts 

eymn^tric v^rY ) and antisymmetric I r\ 1 under .interchange 
Oi* o. and A : 

\ tv,«f > = A^ (v,f) + A. A, Cv,f) ( g ) 

whose crossing properties are fixed by Bq. 4 6 ) , 
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Now, following Dioue and Palaer , we differentiate (5) 
with respect to P , (p|-=-.l^l^jintegrate over Q and then 
aet Q * ^-^J- - О • This procedure lead a to the general 
equality: 

Sum rules are then deduced from Eq. (9) with the help of 
Eqe* (3a), (5)-(8) and of the usual definitions of the bilocal 
form-factors: j ^ 

<rj,s | a[c*|e) | p,s> = s r Л с*лу) + ffo) Ao£*|>) + 

+ x r(xs) A_(x**p"} 
and of their light-cone Fourier transforms: 

V GO = - i \«w e" w V (o <*) I -. 1a .- «>•' 
~ 27Г J «• 

—•0 
Relatione analogous to (10) and (10) hold respectively for 

\ T Q. a n d V \ , U l 2 \ A* A ( *i- = 1,2,3). The derivative» 
^Э are rewritten"with respect to the scalers ( V Q ) by aeans 

h !— + га L • • 

• 



The sum rules and high-energy asymptotic relations emerging 
from the components {p.V) = (++) and (+-) of Eq. (9) with n= 1»2 
are given in Tables 1 and II. 

We did not list all of then but only the really new results 
in comparison with those given in A* So, for example, with 
(LcV j = (++}, n = 1 we find also that the first derivative 

1 i 
of the Gottfried integral ( see A, Eq. (1.1) ) with respect toQ 
is equal to zero, but it is a direct consequence of the Gottfried 
sum rule itself which has been derived with the same (++) anti-
commutator ( for n=0). 

In the same manner, the {+-) components (n=l) constrain 
2. 

the derivatives with respect to Q of the left-hand sides of Eq:r. 
(1.2-6) of A to vanish. Analogous results ere deduced for the 
second derivatives with n-2. In addition, the second moments give 

a 
the Q - derivatives of the n=l relations (1.1,3-6) and (11.1,4-fi). 

The (*•+) relations deserve a particwlar attention because 
12 they are the least model-dependent ones, as is well known . For 

instance, iiq. (1.1) -which implies that 

\ d v ^L W iC^f'> = cov.s,t. 
0 ' 

is a leas model-dependent statement about the integral than the 
(•-) sum rule Eq. (Д.5) of A. Similarly, Eqa. (1.3-6) are less 
model-dependent and more general relations thnn the Eos. (1.7-10) 
of A which proceeded from the "bad" anticommutatora (K v) = C^d) 
and {*•—") under the additional assumption that JlL _» о ( M = ваяя 

» 



of the nuclcon). nqa. (1.3-6) appear here without any special 
requirenent of this type. Eqa. (1*7-10) are new aum rules involving 
higher powers of V which could not have been derived with the 
method of A. 

The high-enert,y asymptotic relations of Table 31 are specific 
consequences of the use of the moment algebra. They originally 
emerge from tiq. (9) in a form which can be symbolically represented 
by: + c* 

^lj^-^ф (ID 

Equations of the type (11) are then transformed into statements 
about the odd parts of the functions Л-Cv cT) under the exchange 

Л"" 1" 1) . 
- ' л - .i ( 1 2 ) [ftH_-4»f> 

It is worth noting that all our moment snticommutator asymptotic 
conditions of Table II deal with structure functions entering 
light-cone commutator sun rules , e.g. Eq. (II.1) is a requi
rement about the high-energy behaviour of the integrand of the Fu-
bini-Dahs en-Cell-Mann sum rule . Inyersely, the asymptotic 
conditions derived fVoro the moment commutators should involve 
structure functions appearing in the anticommutator or "Wrong, 
s'ignnture" aum rules of A# We shall return to this point in the 
next Section. 
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ТяЫв I 

•v: £ 

Sua rulaa for forward v i r t u a l Compton 
s c a t t e r i n g from l igh t -cone moment a n t i -
commutatora 

I M l 
. ,00 C-« fo» &*J 
SL U u v W ( W ) - - U w W (.vcA = О 

: 6+ j : a» 

I И : a<L UvWivA - - , U»vW tvo= алг-сС Цк V C I ° 

i И 1 

;U~3J 'Эо1 J. s ' • * >W 0. K. 

.СИ* ^p.vwtv.ib.^^J^ 
7 И 2 

5 И : 

Э и : 

ЮЙ2 I &P"?^-¥^p=-As 
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Tablt II 

(jnfl 

1W: 

High «nargy aayaptotic condition» for forward 
virtual Coapton acattaring from light-cont 
aoaent anticoaMutator» 

L6+:: fey a'-^^Ji /^a 

• H: 

[J4WJ^o 
; H I [^i;l,b* ,+ P ^ 
> И : &«; [4?^]^°>[wW'L:o> О; ^\^° 
' И 2 

Чш Ч* Л 'I Jv-<x -•a-v «y 

1 И 2 fe^tf-^^Lj* 
M i 

io*-): 

1 1 С + - Э ; CisfrJc». 64«d», [&*$H« 
12 И 2 [&4^]^--4fi^>№^4^>bo 
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4. Nonforward spin-independent virtual Compton вся^ег1щт 
aurn rulea 

The results of A and of the previous section «re now exten
ded to the nonforward spin-independent virtual Compton scattering 
amplitudes. Apart from a more complicated kinemotical situation, 
the previous methods apply automatically. 

We first define the spin-averaged nondiagonal matrix element 
of the anticomrautator of two conserved vector currents between 
fermion states with 4-momenta b and h : 

14 
Following Gross , we decompose this nonforward anti-

commutator function into invariants: 

(ч) = [a - J L ) 
ensure current conservation, ' 

£* - 1 cp**ik) , я = i %^%), л - %-% - jv pa

 ( 1 5 a ) 

v=f.q , t-fi? , L q . & = i (£-<£) (15b) 
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The invnrinnt functions r\ . C V j Q j t . Q j possess the cros-

aing-syemetry properties: 

1л, r- ^ 2 Г- ( 1 6 ) 

By definition, for V > О A ^ k A i fe^i*) i s ProPortional 
to the imnginqry Dart of the nnnforward Compton scattering ampli-
tule, i.e. 

A.^,Q2

(t,b = 4t-»,efc,Sy, v>o, <17> 
\ /** 14 

where the Vs/. are the structure functions used in Ref. • The 
sum rules will be most conveniently written in terms of combina-
tions of the functions W . ; 

2^<y,^h - wJ,Q!,t^) - WKQ'rf).(18) 

T'e nondia^onal mfttrix elements of the bilocal currents, summed 
over the spin , are exnressed in terms of form~factors by the 

n. - (19a) 

<^\0^M\\O-- €^1 & x A>X*A,<0 ( i 9 b ) 

14 



and similar expressions hold for 
Sum rulea for the functions W . (,v>^ ^\ u ) a r e n o w 

easily derived from the basic equality of the method nf Dicus 
et al. 2 ; 

+00 —* -* 

^ ' V (20) 

where q = - Ц Л , qj.= Ouf i i ) • 
1 Va 

Eq. (20) ia evaluated by means of Eqs. Cia), (13)-(1S) and by 

using the l igh t -cone Fourier transforms of the b i l o c a l form-factors 

(19 ) : +«> 

(21) 

where o f ~ X* I 

The resulting sum rules are given in Tnble III, Eqs. (III.1J 
2,5) are "C^O generalizations of the Gottfried sum rule» Eq* 
(1.1) and of Eqa. (1.5,6) nf A respectively. 

We have also summarized in Table IV some relations which can 

be obtained by applying the moment anticommutator technique to 
the ( + +) componenta of Eq.(13)« Note in addition, that the first 
and second derivatives with respect to Q and 0 of the gene
ralized Gottfried integral (111,1) are also constrained to va
nish. Eqe. (IV.1-6) generalize Eqe. (1,1,2) and (II.1-3) to the 
nonfonrard direction. 

The high-energy asymptotic constraints (IV.1,3(4) are obtai-

15 



ned as in +he forward case ( sea Bqs. (11), (12) ) from general 
equotions of the type: 

which imply that the odd oarts of the functions •YC.yQj't 0} 
under the exchange "V-* - V verify the relation: 

We would like to point out here that we may not agree with Dicus 
Q 

and Paineг who deduce systematically opposite conclusions from 
the same Eqs. (22) occuriru* in the light-cc-i a moment commutator 
case, i.e. that Eq. (23) should hold for the even parts of 
JUv^Qjtjt) instead of the odd ones. 

Q 
Hence they claim in Kef. that the first moments of the (++) commu
tator imply ( with our notations): 

[Чм1'^'] = ° ( 2 4 ) 

lusion is : 

= о.. 
J V s e o 

Eq. (24) is actually a moment anticommutator result as indicated 
by £q. (13.1). In this connection the remarks made at the end 
of Section 3 should be extended to the nonforward direction top. 

м 



Tab!» III 

^ 
Sum rulea for nonforward virtual Compton 
scattering from light-cone current 
ant ic ommutat ors 

м р,уд,^).ц^р,%аЬ 
~ 1 

!&•- J0 « ^ ^' >W J. 
fTv Ч«Л> 

&-1 
о 4 к 

J 4 (-и 

6 Й 
й %%: l 
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Table IV 

•p 

I 
SUB rules and high-energy asymptotic conditions for 
nonforward Tirtual Coapton scattering from the 
light-cone aoaent anticwautator (++) 

d 1 

2 1 

^ a d^*!" 
H 2 

b 2 

<b 2. 

: 

%4l r t air - ) 

It 



5. Heutrinoproduction sum rules 

Until now we have dealt only with conserved currents although 
it is not especially jquired by the method. Y/e would like 
to generalize our results to the case v.-hen nonconserved яхго1-
vector currents are present, i.e. to the structure functions of 

the neutrino-hadron interaction. We shill restrict ourselve to a 
brief survey of the most significant relations which emerge from 
the study of the spin-independent forward amplitudes* 

The b.isic object of our investigation reads: 

A^,v ~~ г* € ^HlT^A^i 1 ^' (26> 

-r-r , . r л г 
where J a (>> = V ( O - П . (x) is the usual V-A weak 
current, C\ and -are indices and the soins have been 
summed over. In the quark field theory model the vector and «xial-
vector currents are given cy Eaa» (1). 

The function r \ Lft^) n a s t h e tensor-structure: 
-«fir 

/\ and / V _ are respectively the parity-violating -and 
S 4,5 

'chirsl-symmetry breaking structure functions. Crossing implies 

that: 

(27) 
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A^Cvc,3) = - А (-^of) (28) 

(29) 

Гл • [Ъя) ia connected to the absorptive pnrt of the causal 
current-h^dron interaction amplitude 

If one decompose» Z- c&r * n t 0 structure functions *v, in 
. ( « * «V 

the same we? as / \ ( see iSq. (27) ) one has : 
аДг 

A (,v(|J) - V / {yt<fi y V > 0 . (30) 

Their parts symmetric and antisymmetric with respect to Q and <r 

are defined as in Eq. (6). 
Now, applying the same methods as in A and in Section 3 of 

the present work, we are able to derive a aet of sum rules and 
asymptotic relations for the weak structure functions W , on 
the basis of the postulated null-plane anticommutators iSqs. (3). 

The most interesting of them are listed in Tables V and VI. 

6. Concluding remarks 

Ve h-ove formally derived in the present work зове consequences 
of the light-cone structure postulated for the current anticommuta-
tors. The obtained relations require a further analysis and the 
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divergent expressions must be regularized in order to be compared 
with experiment. Indeed, we have written "divergent" aum rules oe 
formal «qualities, requiring only that the criterion of aelf-con-
siatency proposed by Dicus et al. is satisfied, i.e. that the 
sura rules are true in free-field theory. The regularization 
of the divergent expressions may be performed by employing the 
well-known techniques for converting them into,e.g. finite 
energy sum rules bv meana of the subtraction of the leading Regge-
pol6 contributions. One may wlso combine different structure 
functions in such a way that these leading contributions cancel 
С for example, the Gottfried sum rule for the ер-en difference 
converges because of the cancellation of the Pomeranchukon 
exchanges). 

It should be especially interesting, in our opinion, to 
investigate further the possible violation of the scaling behaviour 
of the "wrong-signature" sum rules in the .Bjorken region which 
might occur if the matrix elements of the bilocal currente rele
vant to the real world, unlike the situation discussed in this 
paper, appeared to be not sufficiently regular in-the vicinity 
of the light-cone. 

The author expresses Ьач gratitude to Dr.S.B.GerasiaoT for 
many helpful discussions ard advices and for a careful reading of 
the manuscript • He thanks Prof.D.A.Dicus for correspondence. He 
is also indebted to the Directorate of the JINR for giving 
to him the possibility of working at the Laboratory of Theoretical 
Physics. 
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labia V 

lift) 
Mautrinoproauction aua rulaa fro* light-cona 
anticoaanitntora of curranta and thair soaanta 

l C « - : o &;».«.. P--*?* 
2(н! . 

5 N 2 

i (И о 

г [но 

d tH < \ dv |_-WLcw,V»+ v\^4v,.,4J = о 

' И : 4 l ^ w ^ ' = ^'L. S?K Vctfc) 

! И < 

I H i 
2 2, 53Ц, vjĵ f» t v S$\l * pvv[d w^s» ЪЩ Da» Г Г •- ^ ' ' ' ^ * 1 ' I f 

к * • -^Up^ c u 

toH: eft*? J» •* "** J - t-J 

»M: •*• »& St5"* U ^ ' ' ^ ] - л к Iе* — 
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ТаЫ# VI 

(joi) 

High-enargr asymptotic conditions for 
neutrinoproduction structure functions from 
light-con* moment anticomautators 

, 6 + i : 

2[H)2 

ЗИ2 [»,*ч*з. - ̂  g»» чЧ>:4 fi^=° 
да^щ^р^^рр^^ i И : 

[*Ч^Ч&\| -o ' H I 

6[+-)l [4^1=/-° 
7 И 1 [a c- эд, * v w£Vo - » ц д е * 4. wr%o] _= о 
fr-a [|. с̂ ч̂ » > wВД 

9 (и: 

tofr->: 

И CH [& 4 ^ ^ ] v _ - Q 
12 (И 2. i4*]„.-4f.H^ 
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